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Setting the scene: 
To compare between High-Grade and Low-Grade Mobilization Techniques in 

the Management of Adhesive Capsulitis of the Shoulder. 

 

What did they do? 
One hundred subjects with unilateral adhesive capsulitis lasting 3 months or 

more and a ≥ 50% decrease in passive joint mobility relative to the non affected 

side were enrolled in the study. In both groups, every session started with a 5-

minutes assessment of the ROM by performing all 3 physiologic movements of 

the glenohumeral joint passively with the subject in the supine position. At each 

position of the shoulder, the end-feel of the movement was assessed in order to 

apply the mobilization techniques into the stiffness zone (HGMT group) or 

within the pain-free zone (LGMT group). The treatment started with inferior 

glides aimed at improvement of the extensibility of the axillary recess. Both 

hands were held close to the humeral head to work with a short-lever arm. 

Oscillatory movements in the caudal, lateral, and anterior directions were used. 

To influence the posterior part of the joint capsule, the hand was placed on the 

anterior part of the shoulder, and the applied force was in the posterior and 

lateral directions. To treat the anterior part of the capsule, an anterior and 

medial glide was applied with one hand pushing on the posterior part of the 

humeral head. Distraction of the humeral head with respect to the glenoid was 

performed by pulling the humeral head in the superior, lateral, and anterior 

directions with a firm grip of both hands close to the humeral head and pushing 

the scapula on the table. If the fixation of the scapula proved to be difficult, a 

reversed distraction technique was applied with the subject lying on the 

unaffected side. The therapist supported the affected arm and moved the 

shoulder into the end-range of elevation. The heel of the other hand pushed 

against the lateral border of the scapula in medial rotation to produce distraction 

within the glenohumeral joint. If the glenohumeral joint ROM increased during 
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treatment, then mobilization techniques were performed at greater elevation and 

abduction angles. Modification of the mobilization techniques consisted of more 

abduction or adduction, more flexion or extension, more internal or external 

rotation, more distraction, or a combination of adjustments. For the HGMT 

group, the above-mentioned mobilization techniques were applied with 

intensities according to Maitland grades III and IV. Mobilization techniques 

commenced in the basic starting positions with translation and distraction 

techniques performed with the joint near its neutral position (grade I).  

 

Takeaway message: 
HGMT proved to be more effective than LGMT in the management of adhesive 

capsulitis of the shoulder; however, subjects improved significantly with both 

treatment strategies, and the differences were small.  
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